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Introduction

For centuries research on the Lotus Sutra focused almost entirely on
the Myoofolianltuajing (abbr.r L), Kumarajiva's renowned Chinese
translation of the Saddltarrnapury/arlkasutra (abbr.: SP). However, the
discove ry from the earby nineteenth century of numerous Sanskrit SP
manuscripts and the subsequent publication in I9I2 of Kern and
Nanjo's first recension (abbr.: KN) led to a shift in modern Lotus Sutra
scholarship toward research centered on comparative studies of the LJ
and the KN. The present essay offers some preliminary reflections on
how this research has affected our understanding of Kumarajiva's LJ,
and on whatit implies for our evaluation of the Zltengfoltuajing (abbr.:
4), Dharmarakga's earlier translation of the SP.
Relations between tlte Cltinese and Sanskrit texts

The Sanskrit SP manuscripts that have been unearthed to date comprise an enormous body of material, ranging from complete texts to
mere fragments and dating from the fifth to the nineteenth century.
Manuscripts of the SP have been found in numerous regions, includi.g India, Nepal, Tibet, and Central Asia. As might be expected of a
body of material that developed over such a broad period of time and
in such disp arate cultural spheres, the SP manuscripts comprise a wide
vartety of texts differing in many aspects, from the arrangement of the
chapters to details of style. The manuscripts thus constitute a multiplicity of distinct traditions, indicating the existence of numerous

versions of the Lotus Sutra.
These various manuscripts are presendy categori zed, in accordance
with the locality in which they were found, as (1) Nepalese manuscripts, (2) Gilgit manuscripts, (3) Central Asian manuscripts (including Kashgar manuscripts), and (a) Afghanistan manuscripts, with the
respective categories being further subdivided according to the date of
their transcription.2 Because the Gilgit manuscripts appear to belong
to the same textual family as the Nepalese SP textual traditions, when
viewed as such the two groups are referred to together as the GitgitNepalese recension.

The KN edition, which remains the standard Sanskrit text for academic research on the SP, is a mixture of different textual traditions, a
problem identified as early as 1938 by W. Baruch.3 In Baruch's time,
however, the classification of the vast body of SP manuscripts had not
yet reached the point where it was possibie to establish
which
"*".tly comtradition of Sanskrit SP the LJ belongs to.This impaired detailed
parisons of the LJ and SP, as it could not be determined whether disparities were the result of Kumarajivat translations or his use of a different Sanskrit text than those upon which the KN edition is based.
Thus any divergences that were found between the LJ and the Sanskrit
texts known at that time were attributed to arbitrary alterations on the
part of Kumerajlva.a
Even after scholars came to suspect that the perceived divergences
between the Chinese and Sanskrit texts were actually the result of dif:
ferent versions of the SP having been used for the Chinese translations,
it could not be determined exactly what Sanskrit tradition the LJ and
Dharmaraksha's earlier translation (ZJ) were most closely associated
with.s Evidence such as the LJ's translated and transliterated proper
nouns, for example, suggested an origin closer to the Central Asian
manuscripts, but overall the evidence was inconclusive.6
Recently, however, research on the SP manuscripts has progressed
to the point where we now know the general contents of the respective
SP manuscript traditions. Seishi Karashima has presented a convinc-

itg argument, based on a statistical analysis of the correspondence in
phrasing between Sanskrit and Chinese texts that the 4 and LJ are
more closely related to the Central Asian manuscripts than to the
Gilgit-Nepalese manuscripts; the correspondences are particularly
strong with the Otani manuscripts in the Ltishun Museum (itt contrast, the Tianpin Miaofalianltuajing, (abbr.: TJ), translated in 601 by
Jirenagupta and Dharmagupta, was found to correspond more closely
to the Gilgit-Nepalese recension).7 This signifies that in many cases
those elements of the LI that were regarded as divergent from the
Sanskrit text appeared to be so mainly in comparison to the Nepalese
traditions upon which the KN is based. Further collation of the Chinese translations with the older Central Asian materials is necessary.
Features of LJ's cltapter arrangement

One of the most important features in which the LJ ditrers from the
Gilgit-Nepalese recension and matches the Central Asian texts is
chapte r arrangement and content. Keisho Gukamoto, for example, has
ennumerated the following three points where differences exist between the LJ and the Gilgit-Nepalese recension:8
1) the status of the "Devadatta Chapter" (DC);
2) the arrangement of the "Bhaigajyafijapurv^yog Chapter" (BC),

"Gadgadasvara Chapter" (GC), "Samantamukha Chapter"
(SaC), and "Dharaqri Chapter" (DhC);
3) the presence of a verse section in SaC.

Let us start with Gukamoto's points 2 and 3, showing how they
relate not only to the LJ and Gilgit-Nepalese recension but also to the
Ltishun Museum Otani manuscripts, which were not known to
Tsukamoto when he wrote his paper in 1986.
In the LJ, the chapters mentioned in Tsukamoto's point 2 are a?
ranged in the order BC*GC*SaC (without verses)*Dhc, just as
in the ZJ. In contrast, the Nepalese manuscripts and the Kashgar

DhC*BC-*GC*SaC. However, an affangement
similar to that in the LJ and ZJ is seen in the Ltishun Museum Otani
manuscripts. These manuscripts are categoized into groups A, B, C,
and D, with the first three dating to the fifth to sixth centuries,e and
thus belongirg to the oldest stratum of extant SP manuscripts.The folios of group B contain the endings of SaC and the beginings of DhC,
BC*GC*SaC*DhC,
allowing us to determine their
^rrangement:
with SaC continuing without a break into DhC.10 Scholars had hypothe sized that this SaC*DhC affangement was the older form of
the text,11 but until the rediscovery of the manuscripts at the Ltishun
Museum there had been no actual examples of this ordering anywhere
in the Sanskrit literature.
Tsukamoto's point 1 addresses the problem of the DC chapter's
status in the various SP manuscripts. It is thought that this chapter was
not present in Kumarajiva's original version of the LJ, completed in
406, but was introduced when Faxian and Fayi produced their expanded
edition of Kumarajiva's translation a little less than a century later.
Turning to the Sanskrit sources, we find that in the Gilgit-Nepalese
recension the DC section does not comprise an independent chapte4
but forms the latter portion of the chapter correspondirg to the "Stupa
Chapter" (KN chapte r II).tt Among the Central Asian Sanskrit manuscripts, the Ltishun Museum materials unfortunately lack the relevant
section, so that it cannot be ascertained whether the chapter was present or not.The Farhad-beg manuscript contains no section correspondirg to the DC and has the "Strlpa Chapter" followed immediately by
the "IJtsaha Chapter" (KN chapter 12). In the Kashgar manuscripts,
which otherwise closely resemble the Farhad-beg material, the DC
forms an independent chapter.l3 Thus of the extant Sanskrit texts, only
the Farhad-beg manuscript matches Kumarajwis original LJ translation in lacking material related to the DC. Among the Chinese translations, the ZJ, translated in 286, also contains no DC material.
The correspondence of the LJ'r chapte r affangement with that of
the group B Otani manuscripts indicates a similarity betrveen the LJ
manuscripts have

and the old-tradition CentralAsian SP texts represented by the fifthor sixth-century group B Otani manuscripts. The fact that the Farhadb.g manuscript, like the original edition of the L|,lacks DC material
further supports the view that it, too, is an old-tradition CentralAsian
text, and hence reinforces the traditional dating of the manuscript to
the fifth or sixth century. This would place it in the same stratum as the
group B manuscripts, in contrast to the tenth-century Kash gar manuscripts. The correspondence benveen the Farhad-beg manuscript and
the group B material has in fact been pointed out,1a highlighting the
importance of these manuscripts as representing the oldest extant San-

skrit traditions.
Thus our consideration ofGukamoto's points 1 through 3 as they
apply to the LI and Central Asian manuscripts suggests that the LJ
belongs to a textu aL tradition similar to that of the old-tradition CentralAsian texts from the fifth to sixth centuries. This view is consistent
also with Karashima's research, which shows the correspondence in
phrasing between the LJ and earlier Central Asian manuscripts.Thus
in both wording and structure the LJ is close to the earlier Central
Asian material.ls
Features of

ZJ

The ZJ also has features that have attracted the attention of SP scholars.16 The ZJ ts of particular interest in that-unlike the LJ,where care

was taken to render the original Sanskrit into nafural and readable
Chinese-the translation is of a literal nature that facilitates comparison with the Sanskrit manuscripts. Furthermore, the ZI contains
transliterations and translations that indicate the original Indic pronunciations, from which it can be deduced that the language of the
text from which it was translated was closer to Middle Indic than that
of any extant SP manuscripts.lT Thus the Zlrthough a translation, is a
rendition close enough to the original text to enable reconstruction of
the original Middle Indic.18
There has been a tendency in SP scholarship to emph asize the

Sanskrit lnaterial over the Chinesc,vicwing the Chinese translatiOns

as comparatiК ly frec rcnderings that add interpretatiК material for
the sakc of readability and thus diverge to a certain extent from the
orlglnal Sanskrit textso Howevet the third― century ZJ appears to be a
mOre faithful renection of the fOrin of the carliest SP texts than even

the 01dest extant Sanskrit manuscrlpts,which date back Only to the

■fth century As such,it is an extremely valuable resOurce.19
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Ъ ein― depth stuゥ in recent ycars of the Central Asian manuscrlpts,
cspecially the Lishun Muscum C)tani materials,has greatly facilitated
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